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This big, bright board book is packed full of noisy farmyard fun! Busy toddlers won't be able to resist

pressing the buttons and copying the familiar animal sounds that accompany the colorful

photographs on every page. The sturdy picture tabs make it easy for young children to turn the

pages to find their favorite farm animals, and simple descriptive text brings the noisy world to life.
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My 15 month old son loves this book! I originally found it used at Marshalls for like $2 or something.

It stopped working a couple months after so I just made the sounds myself. He would always go to

his drawer and pull out this book. Eventually it ended up ripped and mangled so I ordered one here.

When I unwrapped it and brought it out, he immediately recognized it, plopped down on the floor

and started pushing the buttons! Definitely suggest for your little ones!

The sounds are accurate and the pictures are large and realistic. The pages are sturdy and easy for

kids to turn. The only improvement I would suggest is if we could hear the name of the animal

before its sound.

My daughter LOVES it!! It's bigger than I thought it would be and and the sounds are loud and clear.

I ended up ordering the jungle safari book like this and it's just as amazing. You won't be



disappointed.

This was pretty cute and funny. Especially the sheep noiseÃ¢Â€Â¦however several of the buttons

are malfunctioning after limited use of this book.This is not due to baby's hands breaking anything.

She's too little to hold/push the buttons.Also- the inclusion of the tractor may be slightly confusing to

little ones when grouped in as the only non animal sound. I simply skip over the tractor.My biggest

issue is the malfunctioning buttons.

Great little sound book. All the sounds are in the exact order as their corresponding pages. There

are little facts on each page as well. Illustrations are beautiful. My son enjoys it, and his favorite is

the chicken. I'm glad I bought this book.

Great book for my 2 grandsons! They are ages 12 months and 20 months and they really enjoyed

the story and the sounds. They also were able to turn the pages themselves because of the page

tabs at the top of each page. I also bought the Eric Carle book, but we all like this one better.

Excellent! Children love it! Sounds are realistic.

Fun book for my 7 mo old just learning cause and effect! He likes to push the buttons and hear the

sounds that he creates. We read it to him, but at this point he likes the sounds best!
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